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Delta Gamma Partners with One Student

(COLUMBUS, Ohio)–Delta Gamma is committed to creating a Culture of Care – one that supports women and gives them the resources they need to confront sexual violence. One in five women will be sexually assaulted by the time they graduate college, according to The Campus Sexual Assault (CSA) Study. Delta Gamma is partnering with One Student to help lead the conversation on consent and sexual empowerment.

One Student is a non-profit organization founded by Kelly Addington and Becca Tieder that provides students and their allies with programs, resources and opportunities to confront sexual violence. Kelly and Becca will be presenting three workshops at Anchor Academy during Delta Gamma’s 2016 Convention in June to kick off the partnership. Kelly and Becca are best friends, educators and activists who speak about sexual assault awareness, prevention and sexual empowerment.

Kelly is a survivor of sexual assault, and Becca is her best friend and Alpha Gamma Delta sorority sister. She supported Kelly through this personal experience, yet felt at the time as though she didn’t have the tools to appropriately do so. This is the need Kelly and Becca are trying to meet through their advocacy today: giving college students the necessary tools to create a culture of support for survivors while equipping them with strategies to prevent potential assaults through sexual empowerment.

“We care about our members and are proud to offer these customized workshops that will impact their lives in very real ways,” said Delta Gamma Director of Risk Management Jennifer Kane Schwartz, Beta Nu-Carnegie Mellon.

Since 2003, Kelly and Becca have:
- Reached 400 college campuses and nearly a million students.
- Worked with various branches of the United States military.
- Consulted for Dateline NBC and featured on The Fox Morning Show, ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC, NPR, Marie Claire and Cosmo.
- Been subjects of the documentary “You Are the One.”
- Met with senior officials at the White House regarding the Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault.
- Created Sexversations® and founded the international non-profit One Student #iamonestudent.
“We are excited to partner with Delta Gamma to provide a multitude of quality educational programs and meaningful engagement opportunities for your members. We look forward to working together on a comprehensive plan that will allow current and future members to contribute to a culture of consent and continue the ‘Do Good’ legacy,” said Kelly Addington.

In addition to its partnership with One Student, Delta Gamma and several other NPC groups are entering a joint partnership with Not Anymore. Not Anymore will offer Delta Gamma customized online modules informed by the latest research and designed to resonate with students intellectually, emotionally and socially. Presentations are educational, uplifting and empowering, and teach real-life examples of things to say and do in an unsafe situation. Read more about this joint partnership [here](#).

“Customized programs can enhance our members’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding sex, respect, consent and sexual assault,” said Delta Gamma Fraternity President Stacia Rudge Skoog, Beta Zeta-Denison. “By providing accurate, current information in an approachable format, Delta Gamma is empowering its members to make responsible choices.”

###

**About Delta Gamma:** Delta Gamma Fraternity was founded in 1873 at the Lewis School in Oxford, Mississippi. The Fraternity’s primary purpose is to foster high ideals of friendship, promote educational and cultural interests, create a true sense of social responsibility and develop the best qualities of character. Delta Gamma has more than 230,000 initiated members, 146 collegiate chapters and more than 220 alumnae groups. Delta Gamma Fraternity Executive Offices is in Columbus, Ohio.